
KILU Newsletter, week 23, 2019-06-05 
KILU Newsletter is the Department of Chemistry's internal newsletter. The letter can be read in the 
web browser on h"p://www.kilu.lu.se/internt/kommunika4on-och-media/kemiska-ins4tu4onens-nyhetsbrev/kilu-

newsle"er-week-23-2019/	

Next Newsletter will be out Monday July 1st. Deadline for submissions to is  Wednesday 26th of June, send information 
you would like to have in the Newsletter to kommunikation@kilu.lu.se.  

News 

Messages from the Library 

During summer there are a few changed opening hours at the library.  
The National day: Closed 6-7 June  
The summer period starts at 10 June, se below:  
10-14 June: 10-12, 13-15 
17 June to 12 July: 10-12.30 Mon-Fri NOTE! Closed 20-21 June  
13-28 July: Closed 
29 July to 9 August: 10-12.30 Mon-Wed NOTE! Closed during Thursdays and Fridays 
12-16 Augusti: 10-12, 13-15 
From 19 August we have normal opening hours again. 

We have access to SpringerMaterials -  The Landholt Börnstein Database  back in the database.  

If you like to read more about this,  http://emedia.lub.lu.se/db/info/545 

Opening hours during summer at SSC  

Statens Service Center (SSC) have during summer modified open hours during week 27-32.  
The call center is open 09.00-12.00 (Monday-Friday). The Webportal is open as usual, always! 
https://portalen.statenssc.se/sp?id=contact 

Summer at KC information desk 

During summer we have open:  
10.00-12.00, 24th June to 9th August,   
10.00-14.00, 12th August to 16th August. 
We have closed 6-7 June. 

		
New routines for wellness, medical care and medicines 

As of July 1st, the HR section will approve all matters concerning compensation for healthcare, medical care and 
pharmaceuticals. This means that, as an employee, after reporting in Primula, you should send the material to the 
section HR instead of to the examiner at your institution / unit. 
https://www.medarbetarwebben.lu.se/article/nya-rutiner-for-friskvard-lakarvard-och-lakemedel 

Large National nano-project move to Lund 

The major interdisciplinary research program Mistra Environmental Nanosafety has previously been run from Chalmers 
but will now move to Lund. 
- There are good opportunities to have the program here in Lund for phase two. We have done a lot of research on nano, 
and there is an internal work environment that benefits collaboration, says Tommy Cedervall, director of the program. 

Read more here 
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Messages 

New guest Professor, Martin Malmsten at Physical Chemistry  

Physical Chemistry department has a visiting professor and researcher,  he has with this a "full circle".  Martin 
Malmsten got his PhD here at LU 1992, after that he has a long history of  publications, research projects and 
collaborations. Now is he back here at KC again as a 20% guest professor. Read more here. 

Proposal to make vegetarian food default at department activities 

There is a proposal to reduce the institution's climate impact by making vegetarian food the default when we have 
department activities that contain meals, and that meat / fish should be available as optional alternatives. Our hope is 
that this will lead to reduced meat consumption, and thus reduced climate impact, without restricting freedom of choice. 

More specifically, this would include all meals that are arranged with catering or require pre-booking (for example, 
workshops with lunch), but not at a restaurant representation in connection with visits by international guests. 
Vegetarian refers to lacto-ovo vegetarian and thus does not exclude eggs or dairy products. The standard wording in 
invitations could read about: "A vegetarian meal will be served and if special diets are desired (with meat / fish, allergy-
adapted) please inform!" 

The research at our institution highlights both effects of climate change and how biological systems change in a way 
that has repercussions on the climate. Trying to reduce our own climate load is a way of showing that we take our own 
research seriously. We would think there is a symbolic value if the institution wants to take the lead and potentially 
inspire students, employees, catering companies and other institutions and the university. You can read the whole 
proposal (in Swedish) here. 

Research funding 

Propose topics for Nobel symposia and get financial support 

The Royal Swedish Academy of Science invites the Swedish academic community to propose topics for Nobel 
Symposia in 2021, Physics, Chemistry, Physiology or Medicine, and Economic Science. Through major grants from the 
Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation and the Erling-Persson Family Foundation, it is now possible to arrange one 
symposium per year in each of these four fields. 
  
Find more information here 

Researchers in media 

Thesis mentioned in media - Linda Månsson 

Linda Månsson, Lund University has caught attraction in the media with her thesis. 
In the beginning of May Linda Månsson presented her Thesis ”Synthesising colloidal molecules with tunable 
interactions from soft responsive microgel particles”. There will be an article in next issue of the journal ”Kemisk 
tidskrift” about her and her research, it is out 19th June. 

This years Arrhenius-medal to Emma Sparr  

Emma Sparr, Professor of Physical Chemistry, was honoured with the Arrhenius medal at an event in Lund, 23rd of 
May this year. 
The Arrhenius medal is presented every year to outstanding chemists or to other people who have done valuable work 
for the Swedish Chemical Society. 
You can read more about the motivation here (in Swedish), and you find more information about the Arrhenius 
price here 

Jenny Andersson received the Camurus Lipid Research Foundation Junior Research Prize 
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She received the prize for important contribution to research in the lipid field with new ideas on lipid assemblies, their 
function, and applications. 

Jenny Andersson finished her PhD 2018 in physical chemistry at the Department of Chemistry at Lund University. The 
title of her thesis was “Self-Assembly in Lipid-Protein Systems: Lung Surfactant, Stratum Corneum and Model 
Membranes” (supervisors: Emma Sparr and Tommy Nylander).  

The prize motivations: Jenny Andersson has contributed with pioneering work on the influence of cholesterol on 
the properties of lung surfactants, which have gained international recognition. She has also made important 
contribution on the properties of skin lipids. 

Calendar 

Seminar 

Guillem Onyos de Plandolit Ruiz: Adsorption of lysozyme on Silica Surfaces and Specific ion effects 
From: 2019-06-07 14:30 to: 16:00  
Place: The Library of Physical Chemistry  

Seminar 

Anna Stradner: Edible Soft Matter: Different Routes to Protein Gels and Glasses 
Time: 2019-06-10 14:15 till: 15:00 
Place: Kemicentrum, Lecture hall F  

Seminar 

Dr. Jean-Luc Parrou, INSA Toulouse, Frankrike, "Deciphering yeast glycogen & trehalose metabolism: where are we 
now? " 
Time: 2019-06-13 15:15 till: 16:15  
Plats: Kemicentrum, Hall F 

Disertation 

Karen Ofuji Osiro, "Used but not Sensed - The Paradox of D-xylose Metabolism in Saccharomyces cerevisiae" 
Time: 2019-06-14, 10.00 
Place: Kemicentrum, Hall C 

Seminar 

Shan Anjum: Collective behaviour in binary pusher and puller suspensions 
From: 2019-06-18 10:30 to: 11:30  
Place: The Coffee Room of Physical Chemistry 
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